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Abstract— As we know that power derived from solar and wind system is not always constant and consistent. In India weather changes frequently so in cloudy condition there will be minimum power from PV cell while in summer it is maximum. So weather reduces the efficiency of the system. As a result, an energy efficient method is required to locate the optimal operating point to extract the maximal amount of energy under different atmospheric conditions. This paper proposed a modified perturb and observe maximum power point tracking controller for wind and solar-wind hybrid energy systems. The controller uses a modified fixed perturb and observe method to reach MPP by varying the duty cycle of each input module. Results are provided on a 200W wind system as well as a 400W solar-wind energy system with varying irradiation intensity and wind speed to highlight the merits of the work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solar and wind energy are one of the most promising renewable energy resources due to their simplicity and the advancement in their field. Solar energy has the highest growth rate among renewable energy resources with its global capacity having increased from 5.1GW to 227GW from 2005 to 2015.

Wind power global capacity increased from 59GW to 433GW in the same time period [1]. Solar and wind energy systems have a variety of applications. The two major areas of application for photovoltaic (PV) systems are stand-alone (water pumping, street lighting, electric vehicles and space applications) [2] and grid connected configurations (hybrid systems, power plants) [3]. Application areas for low power wind turbines also include grid connected configurations [4]-[5] as well as battery charging [6].

However, PV and wind turbine modules do not generate constant amount of power. Their output is directly affected by factors including the position of the sun, cloud cover, wind speed, and the clarity of the atmosphere. Wind turbine modules’ speed power characteristics are nonlinear and change with wind speed. The same applies to the voltage-power characteristic of the PV modules which vary with irradiation and temperature. For both cases, there is only one operating point, known as the Maximum Power Point (MPP), at which the PV and wind turbine modules operate at maximum efficiency. The location of the MPP is unknown, but can be located, through the use of calculation models or search algorithms. Energy systems do not naturally operate at this condition. Therefore, a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controller is required to locate the optimal operating point such that the maximum power can be extracted at different operating conditions. Several MPPT techniques [7] have been presented in literature for solar and wind energy systems such as first order differential, fuzzy logic [7][9], perturb and observe [7][8][10][12], and incremental conductance [7][13][14]. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Among these methods, the basic perturbation and observation (P&O) technique requires less system parameters and is relatively simple to implement [8][18]. Conventional MPPT techniques oscillate around the maximum power point (MPP) which leads to ripple losses. They also rely on complex mathematical functions such as a proportional-integral (PI) controller [20]-[23]. This paper proposes a MPPT controller for a wind energy as well as hybrid solar-wind energy systems. The proposed control method, which is a modified perturb and observe (P&O) method, is able to extract the maximum power from the energy while minimizing the output voltage and power ripple by varying the converters duty cycle. The controller is able to track the MPP for both solar and wind energy modules without requiring change to its code. The implemented logic design does not require complex mathematical functions and is compatible with both single and multi-input converters. The operating principle of the proposed controller is presented in this paper. The performance of the controller is verified through a 200W wind energy system as well as a 400W solar-wind energy system.

Figure 1: Global Energy Capacity of Solar and Wind Energy Systems

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF PROPOSED MPPT CONTROLLER

The operating speed and torque of a wind turbine are directly related to the wind speed. At each wind speed there is a different speed-power curve. For each curve there is a single operating turbine speed at which the maximum amount of power can be obtained. Fig. 2 shows an example of two different speed-power curves for a wind turbine. In this example, when the wind speed changes from low to high (Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b)) the optimal operating point shifts from 9 rad/s to 15 rad/s. However the operating point of the turbine has not changed. The turbine is still rotating at a speed of 9 rad/s.
rad/s. As a result a controller is required to move the operating point from its current location to the optimum location so that the maximal amount of energy can be extracted. This can be achieved by changing the operating frequency or duty cycle of the converter. In a series of iterations the controller will move the operating point of the wind turbine from 9 rad/s to 15 rad/s as seen in Fig. 1(c). The same process is performed with MPP tracking for PV panels. For each light intensity, there is a different voltage-power curve which has an optimal operating point. As the intensity changes, the controller will shift the operating voltage of the panel to its optimal point. The controller used in this paper is a modified duty cycle based P&O controller. By varying the duty cycle of the converter’s switch, the operating speed of the turbine and operating voltage of the PV panel can be changed such that the best operating point can be reached.

![Figure 2: Maximum power point tracking using conventional P&O](image)

The logic flow chart of the proposed MPPT algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The controller tracks the MPP by varying the duty cycle of the converter. In each iteration, the control function is performed by first measuring the operating speed and torque of the wind turbine and then calculating the corresponding power. From here the controller calculates the change in the output power ($\Delta P$) as given by (1), the change in the operating speed ($\Delta v$) given by (2) and the direction of duty cycle perturbation. Based on the calculated parameters, the controller will increase or decrease the operating duty cycle by a fixed amount given by (3), where $k$ represents the current iteration and $\delta$ represents the small step change in the duty cycle

$$\Delta P = P(K) - P(K-1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\Delta v = v(K) - v(K-1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$d(k) = d(K-1) + \delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$\gamma = f(P) = \alpha P$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The frequency of the generated waveform is directly related to the time-step of the simulation. As this process continues the output power of the module will be brought to the MPP. If the input power has changed by less than a specified amount ($\gamma$) when compared to the previous cycle, the controller will maintain the existing duty cycle as given by (4), where $\alpha = 0.002$ in this design example.

![Figure 3: Control principle of the proposed MPP tracker](image)

Varying the duty cycle causes the operating speed of the turbine to change. From this the search for the optimum operating speed at which MPP occurs is performed and the output power can be brought to MPP. The controller uses the new duty cycle and the step size of the simulation to control the switch while maintaining a constant frequency.

### III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Two different designs have been implemented to verify the validity of the controller. The first design consisted of an input source connected to a wind turbine along with a single phase diode-bridge rectifier and a DC-DC buck converter as shown in Fig. 5. The duty cycle of the converter was controlled to achieve MPPT. Fig. 7(a) displays the results for the wind turbine operating at wind speeds from 10m/s to 13.4m/s. When the wind speed changed the controller took approximately 7ms to bring the turbine power to the MPP while limiting the power ripple to approximately 1% of the MPP. The second design consisted of a PV panel and a wind turbine connected to a multi-input converter as shown in Fig. 4. Three scenarios, namely, changes in solar irradiation, wind speed, or the simultaneous changes in both, were tested to see if the controller could track the MPP. In all three cases, the controller was able to bring the output power of the module to the maximum. Fig. 8 displays the results for the hybrid system with the wind speed and light intensity varying from 10m/s to 13m/s and 400W/m² to 700W/m² respectively. When the value of the input sources changed the controller took approximately 7ms and 8ms to bring the output power to its maximum for wind and PV respectively. The controller shifted the operating point to its maximum for the PV panel and the wind turbine.
Fig 4: PV system with MPPT controller

Fig 5: PV and Wind system with MPPT controller

Fig 6: Output power, voltage, and current
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Fig 7: Maximum power point tracker efficiency with varying wind speed

Fig 8: Maximum power point tracker efficiency with varying light intensity

Fig. 7 and 8 represent the controller efficiency for the wind energy system and the hybrid energy system respectively. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the maximum power point tracker efficiency is above 97% for wind speeds from 10m/s to 13.4m/s with an average efficiency of approximately 98.2%. When the wind speed is below 10m/s the efficiency is lower however it is still over 90% with a total efficiency of 97.8%. In Fig. 9 the maximum power point tracker efficiency is above 99% for light intensities ranging from 400W/m² to 800W/m² with an average efficiency of approximately 99.6%. The controller’s efficiency for the PV panel is high due to ripple minimization.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a modified perturb and observe maximum power point controller for wind energy systems. Simulation results have been provided to highlight the features of the proposed controller. The controller has shown to be able to track the MPP within 7ms for wind turbines and 8ms for PV panels while keeping the MPP oscillation to a minimum. The controller is able to maintain an average efficiency of 97.7% for the first system and 99.6% for the second system.
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